
The "Union" Art Gallery was builded within the Ektrosis Waterfront in Port Kasiya - the capital
city of the Taldryan Clan.
It was sponsored by the rich masses from Eastbrook to gain more influence in the nearby
Vista del Rey District, control the trades there, and keep eye on any worthy intel coming out
of the system - but not only.
By acquiring much of the art including expensive paintings, sculptures, ancient relics, and
historical papers they can launder dirty money through the legal ways out of the system, and
not being accused of any illegal crimes by other Clans of the Brotherhood.
The gallery is lending art to so called "charities", which redirected minimal amounts of the
gained profits into the Rancors gang's banks outside of the Taldryan Clan's territory of
interest.
These funds are used for influence, bribes, counterintelligence in other Clans, but also for
black hour money in case of economic fall out.
The gallery is builded half way in the water, with an entrance above the water line.
These make the clear glass behind each exhibition to give an incredible sense of the play of
the water and light.
The gallery has a five levels:

1. Above the water entrance with security and a fairy station for a small trip around the
gallery surrounded by water, and view at the bigger sculptures positioned under the
outside roofs of the gallery.

2. Second level is a place full of paintings and the life orchestra. To give full sense
experience.

3. Third level has the sculpture exhibition, which is connected with small speakers to
each of them explaining the story of each figure.

4. Has higher security as there is the relics exhibition and the restaurant to rest before
coming back to surface through the hydro elevator - which push the capsules up by
pressured water up to the surface.

5. It is not an official level for human trafficking - especially for well paid "rescued"
prisoners, which for a fair price can be taken out away from the city by small
submarine from this level. These submarine is always helping with transport of the
money in and out for Rancor's gang.


